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Modi anointed BJP Poll Panel Chairman, calls for India free of Congress
ings. Honoured and extremely grateful to receive his blessings."
"Senior leaders have
reposed faith in me. We will
leave no stone unturned for
Congress-mukht bharat nirman (building India free of
Congress). Thanks for support and blessings," he said in
another tweet message.
Today's decision of BJP
could also be seen as a gamble
to perk up the party's prospects
after its defeat in two consecutive Lok Sabha elections.
Throughout the whole of
yesterday, there was media
speculation that the party could
defer an announcement on

Modi. One version was that
Advani wanted that Modi
should be made head of the
campaign for the Assembly
elections, including in states
like Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh, later this year.
Party sources said Singh
resolved the dilemma after it
was felt the meeting should not
conclude without a "result" as it
would lead to demoralisation of
the cadre. Hence, the announcement was made, they said.
The announcement of
Modi's elevation towards the
end of Singh's valedictory
address at the National
Executive session was received
with cheers and standing ova-

8 houses damaged in fire
control with the help of fire tenders and local police.
In another fire incident, fire
broke out and damaged a residential house of Mohammad
Maqbool Dar son of Ghulam
Ahmad Dar of Watkiloo,
Putalaban, Budgam, police
said. They said the fire was
brought under control by pressing fire tenders into service.

Meanwhile, three houses
were damaged in Nishat when
fire broke out in the residential house of Abdul Salam Dar
son of late Abdul Ahad resident of Karpora, Nishat,
Srinagar, which engulfed three
other adjacent houses. Fire
was brought under control
with the help of fire tenders,
police said.

Arms, ammunition recovered
revealed presence of large
quantities of warlike stores
including weapons, ammunition and explosives", the
spokesman added.
The spokesman said that the
recovery of the cache is a major
success achieved by Army in
the Machhil Sector. The recovered cache include one AK-56
rifle with three magazines and
90 rounds, two pistols
(Pakistan and Chinese make),
two RPG grenades and explo-

sive contained in two cylindrical cases.
The spokesman said that the
surgical conduct of operations
along with development of
good intelligence indicate a
high level of professionalism
on part of the security forces
and good local support enjoyed
by the Army that led to quick
and accurate dissemination of
actionable intelligence and
ensuring success in the operation.

PDD’s sub-transmission, distribution
network reaches saturation point
department allowed the situation to assume such an
alarming situation and did
not upgrade the system during the past one year”.
“Every year there is 10%
growth in the electricity
demand but the upgradation
and augmentation of system is
not being ensured to meet this
demand”, sources regretted,
adding “the failure of the PDD
to utilize Rs 550 crore financial
assistance provided under the
Restructured
Accelerated
Power Development and
Reforms Programme (RAPDRP) clearly indicates that
those at the helm of affairs are
least bothered about augmentation of the system”.
Meanwhile,
the
scheduled/unscheduled power
curtailments in Jammu have
crossed all the barriers with the
department switching off the
electricity for more than eight
hours in the metered areas and
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more than 10 hours in the nonmetered areas.
This has resulted into
resentment
particularly
among those consumers
whose connections have been
metered. “Instead of putting
its house in order the Power
Development Department is
only giving lame excuses for
the prevailing crisis”, some
people told EXCELSIOR
while
criticizing
the
Department, adding “the
department has made the life
of children and aged person
virtually hell”.
“It is really astonishing that
there are three Ministers from
Jammu district in the Cabinet
but none of them has come forward till date to vociferously
highlight the crisis before the
Government”, they said,
adding “they must keep in mind
that people, who are forced to
bear scorching heat without
adequate electricity supply,
have voted them to power.
They must wake from the deep
slumber and play role in getting
the corrective measures initiated without wastage of any further time”.

Patrolling
intensified on LoC
gadgets.
Lt General Parnaik said
recently Pakistani troops fired
upon Indian position in Poonch
sector, only to help militants to
sneak into this side.
But, alert troops foiled the
Pak designs, he said. (UNI)
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tion.
One of the delegates said
there was clapping for five minutes as a signal of acceptance of
the decision on Modi.
Addressing
the
rally,
Rajnath Singh demanded resignation of Prime Minister Dr
Manmohan Singh contending
that the CBI probe into coal
block allocation pointed a finger at him.
Rajnath Singh wondered
how a Prime Minister against
whom allegations of corruption
have been levelled can be a
source of inspiration.
He accused Congress of giving slogans for eliminating
poverty and unemployment but
not fulfilling its poll promises.
"Congress has been in
power for a maximum number
of years post Independence.
How much more time does it
want to eliminate poverty and
unemployment," the BJP
President asked.
Jaitley said Modi's elevation
in the party has encouraged
workers to work hard towards
achieving the goal of ousting
Congress from power.
"Rajnath Singh's decision
has given a new dimension to
politics," he said, adding the
elevation of Modi was a good
beginning.
"Our goal is to oust
Congress and form BJP-led
Government
at
the
Centre...Well begun is half
done," Jaitley said.

Modi attacked the UPA
Government at the Centre and
said the country needed to be
free from Congress rule.
He accused Congress of taking people for granted and
adopting a "non-serious"
approach towards governance.
Modi said Congress did not
believe in democratic institutions and was in no mood to
accept the federal structure of
the Constitution.
He claimed that the
Congress established a National
Advisory Council chaired by
Sonia Gandhi to function over
and above the Planning
Commission.
"There was a time when
Congress was in power from
panchayat to Parliament. But
when it began losing power in
states, it never allowed other
parties to complete their tenure
in Government by misusing
Article 356 (for imposing
Central rule). At times it triggered defection in opposition
parties and also turned Raj
Bhavans (Governor's residence)
into Congress Bhavans," Modi
claimed.
Shortly after he was anointed BJP's 2014 poll campaign
chairman, Modi spoke to a sulking L K Advani and claimed
that the party veteran had given
him his blessings.
63-year-old Modi also
declared that he would leave no
stone unturned to oust Congress
from power in the Centre.

Rs 642 cr spent on PM air travel
as PM, of which bills of five
have not been received. The
bills received from the rest 62
visits show that Rs 642.45
crore was spent on air travel.
The Central Information
Commission, in a recent order,
had directed the Cabinet
Secretariat to make public
expenses incurred on the travel
of ministers and VVIPs
because of “large public interest” in the matter.
“We have been noticing a
lot of public interest in the visit
of such high dignitaries as the
President, the Vice President
and the Prime Minister of
India. Quite often, one comes
across RTI applications seeking
similar information about these
visits,” Chief Information
Commissioner
(CIC)

Satyananda Mishra had said.
Last year, the information
accessed by PTI had revealed
that former President Pratibha
Patil had spent Rs 223 crore on
her visits abroad during her five
years which triggered a debate
on expenditure over VIP visits.
The list of the Singh’s visits
shows maximum expenditure
of Rs 26.94 crore was incurred
on his seven-day long visit to
Mexico and Brazil in 2012 to
attend G20 Summit and
Rio+20 Summit respectively.
This was followed by Rs
22.70 crore spent on air travel
to Washington DC, USA and
Brazil in 2010 where he had
gone to attend the Nuclear
Security
Summit,
BRIC
Summit and IBSA Summit.
(PTI)

No law to set up NCTC: Shinde
Government was planning to
issue an executive order for
NCTC, the Home Minister
said, “We are not doing anything now. We brought a proposal before the Chief
Ministers. But some of them
opposed it. So, there is no further movement now”.
Those who are opposing a
watered-down proposal for
NCTC include Chief Ministers
Mamata
Banerjee
(West
Bengal), Nitish Kumar (Bihar),
Jayalalithaa (Tamil Nadu),
Narendra Modi (Gujarat),
Raman Singh (Chhattisgarh),
Shivraj
Singh
Chouhan
(Madhya Pradesh) and Punjab
Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir
Singh Badal.
Even Congress Chief
Ministers Prithviraj Chavan
(Maharashtra), Siddaramaiah
(Karnataka) and Tarun Gogoi

(Assam) have expressed reservations to the revised proposal
of NCTC.
Holding that the revised
draft order on NCTC suffers
from several “serious flaws”
and “arbitrary” provisions, the
Bihar Chief Minister had asked
the Centre to seek Parliament’s
nod through a wider debate for
creating the anti-terror hub.
Sources said that in his concluding
remarks
at
Wednesday’s Chief Ministers’
conference on internal security,
the Home Minister had said a
decision on setting up NCTC
will be taken only after a full
consensus.
A political consensus even
on a watered-down proposal for
NCTC is unlikely any time
soon and the anti-terror hub
proposal seems to have gone
into deep freeze. (PTI)

Conditional on spot registration
of yatris at 3 places in Jammu
cave shrine by air would be in
addition to 15,000 registration
of yatris per day.
So far, about 2.7 lakh
yatris have registered themselves with different banks
across the country. Admitting
that registration process was
very slow this year mainly
due to strict implementation
of the SASB guidelines, which
had been framed keeping in
view health related problems
of the pilgrims, sources said
they were anticipating rush of
unregistered pilgrims at
Jammu as well as base camps
of Baltal and Chandanwari.
However, the SASB has
already directed the police and
para-military authorities, who
would be manning the gates at
Baltal and Chandanwari to
ensure that no unregistered pilgrims managed to undertake
the journey. The Shrine Board
was strict on registration,
which comprised the CHC as
over 100 pilgrims were killed
during the yatra in 2012 and
2011.
This year, the Shrine Board
with the assistance of the
Government would be setting
up Medical Aid Centres
(MACs) after every two kilometers on both the tracks for
benefit of the pilgrims.
Sources maintained that
even the Sadhus wouldn’t be
granted registration till they
produced the CHC of authorized Physicians.

Previously, only Jammu and
Kashmir Bank had been registering Shri Amarnath pilgrims
while during past couple of
years, the SASB had also incorporated YES Bank, a private
sector bank in the list of pilgrims’ registration. Last year,
some Cooperative Bank had
also registered the yatris.
This year, the SASB has
added State Bank of India
(SBI), Punjab National Bank
(PNB) and HDFC Bank, who
have also been authorized to
register the pilgrims for Shri
Amarnath yatra.
All five banks including
two in private sectors (YES
Bank and HDFC) have designated branches countrywide
with fixed quota for registration
of the pilgrims from March 18.
A maximum of 8.80 lakh pilgrims could be registered for 55
days long pilgrimage of Shri
Amarnath ji shrine, located at a
height of 13,500 feet from sea
level in Anantnag district of the
Kashmir Valley.
The Banks and the States
have been allotted quota of registration.
The SASB has already
decided to discontinue the process of on-line registration as
the pilgrims had grossly misused the facility last year.
The Shrine Board has
increased number of registration counters across the country
from last year’s 276 to 422 this
year.

"Spoke to Advaniji on the
phone. He gave me his blessings. Honoured and extremely
grateful to receive his blessings," Modi tweeted minutes
after he was appointed by BJP
as chairman of its campaign
committee for the 2014 Lok
Sabha elections.
"Senior
leaders
have
reposed faith in me. We will
leave no stone unturned for
Congress-Mukt Bharat Nirman.
Thanks for support & blessings," Modi said.
Meanwhile, in a scathing
attack on Congress-led UPA,
BJP today said rampant corruption, policy paralysis especially on economic issues, two
power centres in the ruling
dispensation and tampering
with constitutional institutions has led to the present
“dismal” situation in the
country.
In
a
strongly-worded
Political Resolution passed by
the BJP at its National
Executive Meet here, the main
opposition said people are fed
up of the UPA and called itself
the only viable and credible
alternative to the present
regime.
BJP took on the Congressled Government on three main
issues: “obnoxious corruption;
degradation of the economy;
and a malignant assault on the
federal spirit of our polity”.
The party said UPA-II had
no achievements to show on
completion of its four years in
office last month.
Maintaining that there is a
defective structure of leadership
in the UPA, BJP charged that
Prime Minister Dr Manmohan
Singh is “merely in office and
not in authority”.
Real powers of policy making are vested in Congress
President Sonia Gandhi, it said.
The resolution, which was
moved by former BJP President
Nitin Gadkari, said the resultant
indecision, inability and silence
of the Prime Minister in the last
nine years is at great cost to the
country.
Corruption, as seen in a
series of scams including coalgate, 2G spectrum and
Commonwealth Games or the
Agusta Westland helicopter
deal, have led to a huge loss to
the country, the resolution said,
adding that Prime Minister Dr
Manmohan Singh cannot be
absolved of all corruption as the
controversial coal block allocations were done when he was
the coal minister.
He was also reportedly
aware of the manner in which
the 2G spectrum allocations
were being made, it alleged.
BJP also alleged that the
Government has “deliberately
and consistently” weakened the
democratic institutions and
interfered in the functioning
their functioning be it the
Election Commission, CVC,
NHRC or CAG.
The main Opposition incorporated its comments on the state
of the economy in the Political
resolution in this conclave.
It said growth has slipped
from 8.3 per cent during NDA
rule to a “miserable” 5 per cent
today.
It expressed concern over
the “whiplash” of unemployment and paralysis in decisionmaking.
There is reverse flight in
investment, and job creation has
taken a big hit.
The right-wing party also
said women are not safe under
UPA rule and gender atrocity
has become the order of the day.
In such a scenario, people
want to throw out this
Government and the only credible alternative in front of them
is the BJP-led NDA.
An amendment to the resolution was brought by BJP
National Executive member
and Chief spokesperson J&K,
Dr Jitendra Singh who said that
while Congress ruled States and
UPA at Centre unleashed a culture of corruption across the
country even in the States
where Congress is in coalition
or supporting the ruling Party it
has directly or indirectly.
He said even in J&K which
has earned the dubious distinction
of being number one state in corruption in the country, the
Congress Party has maintained a
silence of conspiracy to allow
continuance of Omar Abdullah
led coalition in the State on the
directives of 10 Janpath which is a
serious phenomenon for the sensitive State affected by terrorism.
“While Congress in New
Delhi is fountain head of the
corruption it has directly or
indirectly promoted corruption
in other States where it is singly
handedly ruling or is in coalition with other parties,” Dr
Jitendra Singh added.
Gujarat Chief Minister
Narendra Modi’s annointment today as chief of BJP’s

Election
Campaign
Committee drew a muted
response from key ally JD-U
which said it is an “internal
matter” of that party but was
enthusiastically welcomed by
other allies SAD and Shiv
Sena.
Apparently playing down
the elevation of Modi over
whom it had reservations, JDU, the BJP’s senior partner in
Bihar’s ruling coalition, at the
same time insisted that the
NDA’s Prime Ministerial candidate will be decided by all constituents of the alliance.
“What BJP decides is that
party’s internal matter. Whom
they make the party president or
chairman of a particular committee in their party is what concerns them.
“He (Modi) has not become
NDA’s campaign committee
chairman,” JD-U President
Sharad Yadav told reporters
over phone from Chennai.
Yadav, who is also NDA
convenor, at the same time, said
that NDA functioned for 17
years according to its national
agenda and “whoever becomes
the PM candidate has to accept
that national agenda”.
He said that NDA’s PM
candidate will be decided in
NDA after BJP declares its candidate.
“BJP will decide its PM
candidate and then it will be
brought up before NDA. NDA’s
PM candidate will be decided
by NDA, with BJP and all its
contituents,” Yadav said, indicating that his party’s reservations on Modi as BJP’s PM candidate continues.
JD-U’s and, in particular,
Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar’s antipathy towards
Modi is well-known.
“He(Modi) has been made
chairman of the BJP’s poll campaign committee, not the
NDA’s,” said senior JD (U)
leader Devesh Chandra Thakur.
Echoing Yadav’s views,
Thakur said Modi’s new
responsibility was an internal
matter of the BJP. “BJP president Rajnath Singh has assured
us that NDA allies would be
consulted before any decision
on the NDA’s PM nominee.
That’s good enough for us,” he
told reporters.
Shiromani Akali Dal supremo and Punjab Chief Minister
Parkash Singh Badal described
as a “master-stroke” Modi’s
appointment and said it was a
knockout punch against a “staggering” UPA Government.
“This has already sent
shock-waves in the UPA and
completely demoralised it, as is
borne out by nervous reactions
of their leaders,” he said in a
statement.
SAD leader and Deputy
Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh
Badal said the decision would
be “catalytic” in the alliance’s
victory march in the next
General Elections.
“We welcome the appointment of Narendra Modi... We
have expressed our good wishes
to Modi,” Shiv Sena spokesperson Sanjay Raut told reporters.
He said party president
Uddhav Thackeray, who is
abroad, called up Modi and
congratulated him.
“Modi is an efficient leader
and popular among masses.
Appointing him as the head of
BJP’s election campaign will
help the NDA to oust the
Congress-led UPA Government
at the Centre,” Raut said.
Meanwhile, BJP patriarch L
K Advani today made no mention of the anointment of
Narendra Modi in his address
for an event in which he broke
his silence over his ill health
that forced him to stay away
from the party's goa meet.
Advani, who had reservations on anointing Modi, a
move considered just short of
making him BJP's Prime
Ministerial candidate, did not
speak a word about any political
matter or issues which were
taken up at the party's national
executive meeting in Goa.
In his 11-minute recorded
address, Advani recalled his
friendship with Pandit Sriram
Dave in whose memory a lecture was organised here.
In his video conference
address in Jaipur, Advani said
he was having stomach upset
for the last three days because
of which he could not attend the
party's Goa meet.
"This morning, I told Sadhvi
Priti Priynvada in Jaipur on
phone tendering my apology for
not attending her event...For the
last three consecutive days
health was so indisposed...Due
to stomach upset...Loose
motions are frequent...This is
the reason I could not go to
attend our most important
national executive meeting in
Goa," he said in his speech in
Hindi, recorded and sent from
Delhi. (PTI)

Coaches added to
Indo-Pak Thar Express
JODHPUR, June 9:
Two additional coaches have
been attached to the Thar
Express that runs between India
and Pakistan to meet the summer-holiday rush of passengers,
a railway official said today.
This was done in view of the
demand made by Pakistan considering the increase in the number of people from that country
arriving here.
“The number of coaches in
Thar Express has been raised
from 7 to 9 for two trips on June
7 and 14,” spokesperson of
Jodhpur Division of the NWR,
Gopal Sharma said.
The train with two extra
coaches left with 503 passengers
for Pakistan from Jodhpur’s
Bhagat Ki Kothi station on
Friday.
Out of the 503 passengers,
368 were Muslims, 117 Hindus,
two US nationals and remaining
were children.
Against this, a whopping 678
Muslims and 102 Hindus
reached Jodhpur from Pakistan
this morning.
This is the highest number of
the passengers coming from
Pakistan this year. 410 passengers had come from Pakistan on
June 9 last year and 700 on the
next trip on June 16, highest in
2012, Sharma said.
“But despite this, Pakistani
officials had not sent any requisition for additional coach,” said
Sharma, adding that these two
weeks are crucial as the highest

number of passengers board the
train from Pakistan during this
season.
A CID official said the
increasing number of passengers
was mainly due to summer vacations in both India and Pakistan.
“To make the advantage of
this period, maximum Pakistani
come to India with their family
including children,” he said.
Even though the train passes
through the most arid and hot
regions of the country, all the
coaches of the train are general.
“We have a very taxing time
while travelling in this train during sweltering summer with
mercury hovering around 47-48
degrees. If there were air-conditioned coaches, those who can
afford could have a comfortable
journey,”
a
passenger
Mohammad Shakir said.
Asked about any proposal to
add air-conditioned coaches,
Sharma said there had been no
move regarding this from either
side. “Even this demand of 2
coaches was for general coaches,” he said.
“The spurt in number during
this period also delays the train
from reaching Jodhpur from
Munabao (Barmer) considering
the custom clearance and security check,” said a custom official,
adding that the delay normally
spans from 7-8 hours.
“Even on Sunday the arrival
of the train at Jodhpur was 12
hours behind the schedule
because of this,” said a railway
official. (PTI)

Congress, JMM to take final action
on Government formation
RANCHI, June 9:
The Congress and the JMM
today appeared to take a 'final'
course of action after dilly dallying
over the formation of an alternative Government ever since
President's rule was imposed following the fall of the BJP-led government in Jharkhand on January
8.
"We are watching the situation
and talks are going on within the
party. I am in Delhi now,"
Jharkhand
PCC
President
Sukhdeo Bhagat said over phone.
"You may call it second level,"
he said when asked at what level
the party was discussing
Jharkhand's current political situation.
Asked about the two JMM
MLAs issuing resignation threats
from house membership if the
Congress failed to take a decision
on Government formation before
June 16, Bhagat said an alliance
was not stitched on the basis of
any condition, rather it was formed
in the interest of the state.
JMM MLAs Vishnu Prasad
Bhaiya and Paulus Surin on Friday
issued threats of resigning from
the House, wondering what the
necessity was for an elected legislature when there was no elected
Government.
Agreeing to Bhagat's contention that the two MLAs' warnings were issued in their individual capacity and not that of the
party, JMM general secretary
Suprio Bhattacharya, however,
defended his MLAs, saying it
resulted out of 'frustration'.
On June 16, the JMM has convened a meeting and the outcome

of the party's decision on the prevailing political situation would be
last and final, the JMM leader,
authorised to speak on behalf of
the party, said.
Asked if he was optimistic
about a positive decision by the
Congress during an ongoing meeting within the party, he said, "We
can't dictate any political parties
(as to) what they should do or
decide."
Lending unconditional support
to JMM and Congress if they
joined hands for Government formation, senior RJD leader and
MLA Janardhan Paswan said that
the Congress must come forward
to give a new alternative to the
people who gave mandate for five
years and "there are 18 more
months for the next election".
"Whatever objections or bottlenecks the Congress may have, it
can keep them out while finding
an alternative," Paswan said, indicating that the Congress was
reportedly averse to talking to any
legislator facing corruption
charges.
The Central rule was imposed
on January 18 following JMM's
withdrawal of support to the
Arjun Munda government on
January 8.
It took ten days for the imposition of President's rule and putting
the 82-member House under suspended animation as both the
Congress and the JMM failed to
come together on certain unannounced issues.
The BJP, JDU, Jharkhand
Vikas Morcha (Prajatantric) and
AJSU Party have been demanding
dissolution of the House to seek a
new mandate. (PTI)

All-party meeting on Naxal issue today
Prime Minister Dr Manmohan
Singh has convened an all-party
meeting here tomorrow to discuss
ways to tackle Naxal menace in
the backdrop of killing of
Congress leaders in a Maoist
attack in Chhattisgarh last month.
The meeting, also to be
addressed by Home Minister
Sushilkumar Shinde, is expected
to work towards evolving a consensus on the strategy to deal with
the challenge posed by Left Wing
Extremism.
A decision in this regard was
taken at the meeting of the UPA
Coordination Committee last
week at the Prime Minister's residence, which was attended by
Congress President Sonia Gandhi,
NCP President Sharad Pawar,
National Conference chief Farooq

Abdullah and IUML chief E
Ahamed.
The Prime Minister had told
the Chief Minister's Conference on
Internal Security on Friday that the
Government's two-pronged antiMaoist strategy of sustained operations and addressing development issues needed to be strengthened.
Naxals had ambushed a convoy of Congress leaders in Bastar
district on May 25, killing 27 people including PCC chief Nand
Kumar Patel, his son Dinesh,
senior Congress leader Mahendra
Karma and ex-MLA Uday
Mudaliyar.
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Kamal Nath had termed the incident as "an attack on very foundations of democracy and entire
political system" and said it called
for an all-party meeting. (PTI)

REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE

NEW DELHI, June 9:

Space for Rent
Space available for Rent,
3000 (sq. feet) area for office,
godown and other purpose at
Bhatandi Jammu.
Interested parties contact us
Mr. Ravi Kumar- 9906155071
Mr. Satvir Singh - 9018141927
Add: 400/A Gandhi Nagar, Jammu

TO LET
One room set comprising of
attached bathroom and small
kitchen is available on rent at
ground floor Mohinder Nagar
Canal Road Jammu.
No Parking is Available
Contact : 9419142574

KOTHIES ON SALE

Trikuta Nagar 30’x60’ Corner Double
storey & Non Corner 40’x80’ Channi
Himmat 30’x55’, 40’x80’
500’x100’ Ext Trikuta Nagar, Channi
Himmat and other side on City

Cont: 9419188100, 9906086006
KALRA ASSOCIATES BEHIND
SAI PALACE
31/4 Trikuta Nagar, Jammu

FOR SALE

1. Plot 45x50 (15 Marla) corner on
3o’ road at Trikuta Nagar Ward No.
10.
2. Shop 10x20 and 10x10 corner at
Channi Himmat - W.O.R.
3. Kothies, Shops, Plot at Gandhi
Nagar, Trikuta Nagar, Channi
Himmat, Greater Kailash, Birpur.
Cont : 09419128611

